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New York Times bestselling author and photographer Seth Casteel's follow-up to the phenomenal

Underwater Dogs -- now with puppies.The world fell in love with swimming canines in Seth

Casteel's first book, Underwater Dogs. Now, in more than 80 previously unpublished portraits of

underwater puppies, we see man's best friends at their most playful and exuberant. Each vibrant

and colorful underwater image shows off the wild and sublime range of emotions of puppies, cute

and irresistible to the very last.
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This book is fantastic! What more could you want than over a hundred pages of puppies

underwater? The introduction talks about how puppies are natural swimmers, and the importance of

teaching swim safety to them. It also talks about the importance of adopting a rescue dog; many of

the puppies photographed in this book are rescues. Then, it's picture after picture of adorabale

puppies, making this a perfect coffee table book.And just in case anyone is concerned about

throwing puppies in water (I've read and responded to quite a few of those comments on social

media), let me say that in the interest of full disclosure, I'm the owner of one of the puppies that

made it into the book. Seth was amazing at introducing our then 11 week old into the water, and he

had so much fun swimming that he kept going in and in and in.

If you are looking for an outstanding gift for a dog lover, these books are the ticket. You'll get smiles



and even tears (if the lover is more of and obsessed with dogs person, don't ask me how I know)

when you give these as gifts. The quality of the pictures and printing is outstanding, there are many

different breeds and it's a great coffee table conversation piece as well.

The pictures of the dogs are grotesque and not at all cute--they all look like monsters. I would never

purchase this book for myself, because EW!However, this book (along with the Underwater Puppies

2015 Wall Calendar and Underwater Dogs book) was purchased as a gift and the recipient was so

happy to receive it. It makes for a funny conversation piece as all the dogs are super ugly and

funny-looking.

Another incredibly cute book with dogs underwater. I bought the "Underwater Dogs" book for my

mom for xmas and this was a great addition to the collection. But really, when do pictures of dogs

ever get old.

Outstanding! What a fabulous book. Seth Casteel does it again, creating a magical and wonderful

book capturing the real essence of dogs. Animal advocate, artist, and just a great guy when it

comes to helping animals in need. I am a BIG fan!

Very cool. If you love dogs and puppies you will love this book which contains a number of

incredible and awesome underwater shots of little canine pups. The underwater shots give you a

new and creative perspective from which to see these pups!

I was hoping to love this book because of all the great reviews, but I was just not in love with it. I

didn't find the photos of the dogs that cute or that funny so I ended up returning it. I had purchased it

for a friend who loves dogs, but decided to go with another option. There are head shots of all the

dogs in the back with their names, which is cute. The quality of the book is good. The photos are

really large on glossy paper and the color is very vibrant. The book is hardcover and comes with a

paper sleeve that goes over it (this ended up getting crinkled on the edges during shipping) but

some people throw those away anyway. I showed my roommate the book and she thought it was

cute, so maybe it's just me that doesn't love it!

If you love puppies, and if you don't you wouldn't be reading this review anyway, you are bound to

love this book. Puppies are precious in their natural environment and likewise underwater.
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